MAKE A coil pot
Meet Clay artist Chloë Dowds and become a texture
collector by exploring your local environment.
Learn to make a coil pot and decorate it with found
objects to create a textured surface pattern.

By Chloë Dowds
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Coil Pots & Texture
aim
• Learn to make a coil pot
• Learn about using found
objects from your
environment to decorate a
clay coil pot.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clay or Air Dry Clay or Plasticine
Crayon
Paper
Lunchbox
Roller
Found objects – for texture

Vocabulary
Texture
Rubbings
Found Objects
Hard/Soft Objects
Mindfulness
Clay
Coiling/Coil
Smoothing the clay
Decorating
Pattern
Indenting/Pressing into
the clay

Curricular Links
Main Curriculum Strand: Clay

Art - Construction, Drawing
Social, environmental and
scientific education
Mathematics, measuring

Objectives
• Meet Clay Artist Chloë Dowds and learn about what she
makes in her studio.
• Watch Texture Collectors and explore your
environment, gather rubbings and found objects to
make patterns with texture.
• Learn about the natural material clay.
• Follow the video tutorial and make a coil pot.

Resources
ü Watch Texture Collectors HERE
ü Watch how to make a coil pot HERE
ü Clay Fact Sheet HERE

Investigation & Design
Learners are encouraged to go for a walk in their
environment and collect textures through:
• Making rubbings
• Taking pieces of clay outside and using them to
make 3D rubbings of textures
• Becoming 'Texture Collectors’ by finding and
collecting objects that can be used to make texture
on their coil pot.
• Objects that are harder will work best such as
sticks, stones, plastic waste, while things like leaves
and feathers may not work as well.

Make a coil pot
Watch instructional video and learn to make coil pots and
then decorate them using found objects.
Some things to note:
• Coiling is done best using the fingers and not the palms.
You can use airdrying clay for this if you do not have
access to a kiln.
• When smoothing the coils it is best to smooth up and
down (ie moving the clay across the gaps).
• Always support the side of the pot you aren't working on.
e.g. when smoothing the outside of the pot, support the
inside with your other hand and vice versa.

AIM

Artist case study
Sir Richard Julian Long, (born 2 June
1945) is an English sculptor and one of
the best-known British land artists.
Long's work has broadened the idea of
sculpture to be a part of performance
art and conceptual art. His work
typically is made of earth, rock, mud,
stone and other nature based
materials. In exhibitions his work is
typically displayed with the materials
or though documentary photographs
of his performances and experiences.

Richard Long

Activity
• Fold approximately 10
sheets of A4 paper
together in half. Add two
staples in the middle to
make a visual diary.
• You can use this visual
diary to make marks
from the objects you find
on your walk. Maybe its a
muddy stick that can be
used to make marks
with.
• You can also make
rubbings in the
sketchbook.
• Make drawings of
animals and plants that
you see on your walk.
• Stick photographs or
pictures of nature into
your sketchbook.
• Decorate the front cover
using colour, drawing,
words

Online resources
about artist
• Richard Long's website HERE
• YouTube video showing Richard Long installing
exhibition work HERE

Richard Long

